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Under the main Search tab you will find four subtabs: "by Source", "by Topic or Headnote", "by Guided Search Form", and "by Dot Command". You may find one approach more comfortable than the other and choose to use it for a majority of your LexisNexis research.

See verso →
To start your search you can take the **Option 1** and select one of the *Recently Used Sources*, for example the ‘**International Law review Articles Combined**’:

… or take the **Option 2 – Look for a Source** and make your choice by selecting a jurisdiction and practice area, and then the sources to search in:

**Search methods:**

**Terms and Connectors**

uses **Boolean** search logic. Enter the **key words** or **phrases** you want to find and optional connectors (AND, OR, W/N) to link your search terms.

**Adjacent words** (for example, *international relations*, or *responsibility to protect*) are taken as a **phrase** and you do not need to enclose them in quotation marks. But when searching for a phrase containing one or more ‘reserved words’, like AND or OR, omit them, for example, if you are looking for “black and white” you will need to enter *black white*.

Use **truncation** to include term variations: ex.: *recycl!* finds "*recycle*,” "*recycling*” and "*recyclable*"

The LexisNexis automatically searches singular, possessive, plural (but not irregular!), and plural possessive endings. For example, a search on the term *company* finds *company*, *companies*, *company's*, and *companies’*.

**Natural Language**

Enter words describing your research topic, either as a sentence or a list, enclosing phrases in quotes.

**Easy Search**

Easy Search is a quick search method similar to popular Internet search engines. Easy Search recognizes citations, docket numbers, boolean connectors, segments, and some phrases. Because the LexisNexis services do not automatically recognize all phrases, enclose phrases in quotation marks.

For more information consult the LexisNexis online Help tutorial.
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